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SERIES[E]
Series[e] is more than a storage unit. It began as a thought based on a need, and
in its final form, it has many different guises. The possibilities are endless. It is
your decision. Storage units, meeting points, seating furniture, sound absorbers,
or room dividers. Combination is its strength. Between flexibility and modularity,
between design and function.
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITIES
Series[e] is a multifunctional storage unit that can be used in many different
ways; for spontaneous meetings, as seating furniture, room dividers or sound
absorbers. The series’ modular design, combined with a choice of materials
and finishes, enables it to be easily customised for both different work environments and personalised solutions. You select both an exterior and interior
finish, and get an organised and functional storage unit and, at the same
time, a well-designed and practical piece of furniture. Its top quality and classical, stylish design makes it both durable and easy to combine with the other
furniture in the room. As it is flexible and easy to adapt, it fits in extremely
well with the Next Office – Activity-Based Working concept.
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YOU DECIDE
Series[e] is a complete series of storage units which builds on the basic units
in different sizes and models. You can combine and supplement these, both
in height and width. You then choose which front, underframe or insert goes
best with the units. Choose between different types of surfaces, and between
tambours, doors, open shelves, sliding and glass doors or drawers. You can
also choose between bases, legs or a mobile underframes. The modules can
be internally customised to create a personal storage unit. You can combine
them with our sound-absorbing backs and screens if you need to minimise
noise levels.
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READY FOR CHANGE
Individual, environmental and situational needs can be different today from
what they were only last week, and what they will be in six months’ time.
Series[e] can therefore be scaled up or down, both internally and externally
according to your needs. All inner sides of the furniture have the same pattern of holes to provide as much flexibility as possible if you wish to change
the interior design or the front. If you choose a mobile base, it is easy to move
the storage unit if you need to.
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PEDESTALS, MOBILE STORAGE UNITS & POC
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PEDESTAL
With a pedestal, you get a flexible and personal
storage unit which is always close to hand. You
can complete this with a choice of designs to fit
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POC
POC (Pull Out Cabinet) can be used as a personal
storage unit or as a storage unit that can be
shared by two people (Duo). POC is available in
two heights: 740 mm which is table height and
1,246 mm (3P) which has space for 3 rows of A4
binders. The table-high model offers extra loading space beside the desk. Pull out the taller 3P
POC to segregate your own space in an openplan office.
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PERSONAL STORAGE UNIT2PM400TAD/2PMT400TAD MOBILE
This is a special unit for personal storage. It has
space for two vertical binders, is supplied with a
drawer and a tambour, as well as a binder shelf,
pull handle, letter slot, clothes hook, name tag
PV62
holder and four castors (two of which are lockable).
As an optional extra, the top can be designed
with rounded corners and an extendable filing
system insert.
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FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS

MOBILE UNDERFRAMES
The MO underframe has lockable castors and is
designed to align in height with the LSA and LS
stationary cabinets.

PERSONAL STORAGE UNITS
It is important to be able to relax and know that
your personal belongings are stored safely. We
are therefore offering lockable units. You can
choose between the following locks: standard
lock, locking handle for padlocks (padlock not
included) or coded lock.

SCHOOL STORAGE
Series[e] offers flexible and functional storage
units for school environments. Both staff rooms
and classrooms have many things which need to
be stored in an organised and orderly fashion.
There are many different alternatives to choose
between.

FLEXIBLE STORAGE UNIT
Series[e] is a great choice if you require a flexible
and extendable storage unit that helps you in
your day-to-day work. The series is not only
about storage – by adding a seat cushion to the
pedestal, you get an extra seating space, for
example.

TOP IN TABLE HEIGHT
The tops of the pedestals can be adjusted
between 686 and 766 mm to fit under the height
of the table.

INSERTS FOR PEDESTALS
Our pedestals can be fitted-out in several different ways. The lower drawers can be fitted with
pen trays and form compartments, while the
upper drawers can be fitted with full- and halfformat filing baskets, and with binder baskets.
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FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS

VENEERED BACK
With a double-sided veneered back, the storage
furniture offers an attractive design both internally and externally. The veneered back is available in beech, birch and oak. You can combine a
veneered back with our veneered storage units
or with storage units with a Lamine finish: white,
light grey and dark grey.

BACKSTOPS AND FILE-FOLDER BOOKENDS
The open shelves can be supplemented with
extra shelves, backstops and file-folder bookends for optimal functionality. In addition, there
are also a number of design options to choose
from, for example A4 cassettes and extendable
plastic crates.

REAR PANEL
The smart rear panel makes it easy to put a personal touch on or rejuvenate the rear of the cabinet. The rear panels are available in different
finishes (Lamine, cork, grey lacquer or
upholstered in fabric). Tip: A cork panel functions very well as a notice board.

LANDSCAPE OR PORTRAIT
Series[e] is available as a horizontal (L as in
landscape) and standing (P as in portrait) document storage unit. Regardless of which you
choose, very little space is wasted. Both storage
alternatives are also fully compatible and can be
combined with each other.

FILING STORAGE - FF
Folders allow for an organised and clear storage
unit. Series[e] has the latest version of the filing
system with a frame. The filing frame is available fitted in behind the doors or tambours as
well as with a drawer front.

EXTENDABLE SLIDING RUNNERS WITH
ACCESSORIES
Extendable sliding runners for binder and filing
baskets and aids such as pen trays, form compartments and CD racks, make it easy to design
an interior based on your needs.
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LATERAL SHELVES
The lateral shelf in powder-coated metal is
available in 800, 1,000 and 1,200 mm widths. The
shelf also works very well with lateral files which
hang under the shelf.

QUIET AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
STORAGE BOX - FD
The FD Re:fill drawer offers you a discrete storage
unit solution. The drawer is A4 sized, soft and quiet
in contact with other materials, which minimises
unwanted noise. The soft material also means that
the drawer does not scratch easily. The drawer is
made of Re:fill, a material which has a minimal
impact on the environment as it contains 40%
recycled fabric, 40% melted fibres and 20% PET.

LEGS, CASTORS OR BASE
A plastic (BA) or metal (BAM) base makes the
floor easier to clean, and an underframe gives
the cabinet a significantly more spacious look.
Our new metal base is available in the same colours as our table legs – white and silver. If you
wish to be able to move your storage furniture, a
mobile base is also available.
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VERTICAL TAMBOUR - TA
The vertical tambour is fitted with a tambour
brake to prevent injuries from pinching. The
tambour is available in wood or plastic and the
colour of the handle blends well with the tambour as a whole. The storage unit is supplied
with a lock.

EXTERNAL DOORS - DO
This front with exterior doors has an opening
angle of a full 270°. The angle provides maximum flexibility when you are selecting an interior design. Note that right-hung doors are
standard on fronts fitted with single doors.
Therefore, it is important to state if you would
like a left-hung door when ordering.

FILING DRAWER - FF
The FF filing drawer is designed for A4 suspension files. FF has a number of smart functions
such as extendable sliding runners, anti-tilt and
self-retraction. This filing drawer is of course
supplied with a lock.

HORIZONTAL TAMBOUR WITH LOCK - TAH
This horizontal and lock-fitted tambour is available in wood or plastic, and handle colours blend
well with the tambour as a whole.

SLIDING DOORS WITH LOCK - SDI
The sliding door panels are supplied with a lock
and run in a hidden aluminium track. Your choice
of handles.

DRAWER MODULE
The new 800 mm drawer module offers greater
storage opportunities and flexibility. You can use
it as a base drawer or place it directly on the
desired underframe or base. You can choose
between Lamine or veneer, and there is a choice
of handles.
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HANDLES

MATERIAL

LAMINE

VENEER
HANDZ
Lacquered plastic recessed handle.
Available in silver, black or white.
Other colour options available if you
choose a customised handle. HANDZ
can be used on our sliding doors.

White

Birch
HAND 1
This stylish handle is made of plastic
with a silver grey metal finish and has
a 128 mm hole distance.

Light grey

Beech
HAND 2
This sober handle is made with silver
grey metal and has a 128 mm hole
distance.

Dark grey

Oak
HAND 3
The handle has a 128 mm hole distance and has a silver grey metal and
black plastic finish.

Beech
PLUSHAND
This robust dark grey plastic handle
has a 128 mm hole distance.

Birch
HAND E
These sturdy handles are made from
dark grey plastic. Note that they cannot be used on glass doors.

Oak
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CARCASSES/MODULES
You have many options to choose from here. You can choose between different breadths, heights and depths. All modules can be ordered with our
different types of finishes, all so that you can get the look that best fits in
with the environment and interior design. You can choose between
Lamine in white, light grey, dark grey, oak, beech or birch, or veneers in
Depth 400
O

DO

DO

D1

oak, beech or birch. You can also choose different types of front which
have different designs and functions. Tambour, both vertical (400-800 mm
wide) and horizontal (1000-1200 mm wide), sliding doors which save
space, or doors with a large opening angle. All doors can be easily combined with different handles or locks.

Depth 330
D2

D4

Depth 400

WDO

131

O

TA

DO

DO2

D/FF

OD

TAD

DOD

GDO

*

394

SDI

D2

D4

D8

1P

660

2L
800

*
788

2P

916

2PD

1012

3L
800

1182

3P

1300

4L

****

*

1576

4P

1970

5P

BA/BAM

64
122

BAH

160

LS/LSA
MO/BSC
Width 400

Width 600

Width 800

PLEASE NOTE
Storage units 1600-1800 KD SDI are supplied unassembled, with on-site installation included in the price. For larger projects in which the cabinets need to be
delivered assembled, please contact the Customising staff to obtain a price for handling and transportation of these deliveries.
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CARCASSES/MODULES

Depth 400
O

OC

GDO

TAH

DO

FF

DO3

SDI

O

TAH

DO3

SDI

D 2,3,4,6,8,12

SDI

SDI

Width 1600

Width 1800

**
1000

**

1000

*** 1000

Bredd 1 000

Width 1000

*
**
***
****

Width 1,200

Also available in depth 330.
Variants with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 12 drawers.
Also available with clear glass in the upper part and wooden front in the lower part (DOG).
Also available in depth 600 (WDO).

SERIES[E] STORAGE UNITS AND MOBILE STORAGE UNITS
CARCASS Sides, drawers, doors: 16 mm – shelves, top panels: 20 mm – chipboard with wood veneer and solid wood lipping (oak, beech, birch).
Lamine™ (white, light grey or dark grey). UNDERFRAME Base (BA) with extendable, adjustable stabilizer feet. Wooden base (BAH). Base (BAM) in
metal (silver or white). Underframe with round legs (LS) or square legs (LSA) in metal (silver or white). Mobile, silver or white metal underframe
(MO) with lockable castors. MODULAR SYSTEM P (Portrait) is ideal for vertical A4, and L (Landscape) for horizontal A4. OPTIONS Shelves, filing
baskets, binder baskets, form compartments, suspension files, lateral shelves, A4 cassettes, binder bookends, backstops, post racks, filing drawers etc. Backs with wood effect or upholstered, etc. SCALE 1:100. UNIT mm. * = Also available in extra sturdy Lamine™ (beech, birch and oak)
finish, a woodlike surface coating.
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